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After We the People overthrow the current corrupt government
we'll put in its place...the IDENTICAL Constitution with the
IDENTICAL Bill of Rights.                                   
                                                            
There is nothing wrong with the theory or form of our       
government, just its practice.  The government has been     
taken over, (legally, tho not morally,) by the corrupting   
influence of Big Money.  Today a tiny number of weathy      
individuals have power waaay out of proportion to their     
number as a result of their willingness to pay off the      
corrupt professional politicians to pass laws that benefit  
them.  As a result of this, the rich get richer and the poor
get guns.                                                   
                                                            
Revolution is inevitable, get used to the idea, James, and  
invest in gold.  Its all coming crashing down.              
                                                            
That's why the ruling class is trying so hard to get rid of 
guns.  Each and every one of them knows there is a bullet   
out here with their name on it.  And they also know, but    
will never admit it publicly, that We the People have a     
RIGHT to violent Revolution, the same Right We began        
excercising on April 19,1775.  As a tactical matter it won't
be difficult to pick them off, particularly in their favor- 
ite gathering spots.  They have been committing genocide    
against us ever since Governor Rockefeller signed the first 
abortion law and they've developed many other tactics since,
including economic warfare against the poor and middle-class
pitting these groups against one another, promoting racial  
hatred to keep US from uniting against THEM, and the use of 
unjust drug laws to put away potential "Minutemen" for long 
periods of time.                                            
                                                            
America was meant to be a middle-class country.  But the    
concentration of wealth in Wall Street is just as injurious 
to the People as is the concentration of power in Washington
The American People have been deliberately fragmented by the
Washington/Wall Street Axis in an attempt to deny Democracy 
its Constitutional place in our lives.  The new Oligarchy   
is using its wealth and power against us in order to main-  
tain its power and wealth.                                  
                                                            
Soon we will awaken and see that it is not necessary to have
such a class rule over us.  The People will use their GOD-  
given Right to Revolution and quickly bring justice and     



prosperity back to this  great Nation.  When the 95% realize
they are being royally screwed by the 5% they'll take what- 
ever action is needed to win back our Freedom.  Or as Benj. 
Franklin put it (speaking of treason) we'll all hang        
separately if we don't hang together.  Americans have proved
able to come together in the past and we will again in the  
near future.  An economic collapse is around the corner and 
that will trigger the Revolution that will re-assert        
economic justice and prosperity for ALL, (not just the      
politically connected.)                                     
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They also concluded that anyone pushing violent overthrow of
the federal government was guilty of treason, and could be  
put to death. But my recommendation to you, Rickie, is that 
if you really don't like our constitutional government, why 
don't you pack your bags and head on out to some other      
country where your would feel more comfortable?  You see,   
Rickie, the problem with your particular theory is that, if 
YOU have the right to overthrow or our government or ignore 
its laws and institutions (rather than working within the   
system to change things) when YOU think they are out of     
line, then EVERYONE ELSE also has the right to interpret or 
disobey the laws as THEY SEE FIT, under the particular      
circumstances of the time. In other words, the gangs in     
South LA would have the right to ignore laws and govenrnment
agencies when THEY thought justice wasn't being served, and 
the various militia groups would have the right to do so    
when THEY thought justice wasn't being served, etc, etc.    
Under YOUR system, who or what is going to decide when the  
government isn't respecting our rights? What if I lived     
under your system (whatever it turns out to be) and I       
decided that YOUR government wasn't respecting MY rights    
under MY interpretation of "natural law?" What then--       
    As I said, you just might find some other country more  
to your liking. But if you are going to stay here and       
advocate revolution and overthrow of governement agencies   
you don't agree with, and make your own judicial decisions, 
and kick out the judicial system we have, then you had d----
well better tell us what you are going to put in its place. 
                                                            
Jim Cate                                                    
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The Constitution is certainly important, but this Nation    
called America is actually based on the Declaration of      
Independence.  That's where we started, that's our Statement
of Principle.                                               
                                                            
And Natural Law, as understood by the Founders, takes       
precedence over man-made law.                               
                                                            
The Declaration says quite clearly that whenever ANY govern-
ment abuses the Right of the People to life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness, it is the Right of the People to alter
or abolish that government and start a new one.  "Alter or  
abolish" means Revolution, and more to the point, VIOLENT   
Revolution.  When those words were written and endorsed we  
had been engaged in violent Revolution against the ruling   
class for more than a year.  We were shooting the enemy on a
regular basis.                                              
                                                            
Fighting like a Native American our embattled farmers would 
appear at the edge of a wood and pick off the leader of a   
British column and then disappear down trails only he knows.
                                                            
There can be no doubt that the Founders believed this and   
enshrined the Right to Revolution in the Declaration and the
MEANS for Revolution in the Second Amendment.               
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